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Additional Guidance from Hampshire & IOW LTA for nominating someone for an LTA award 

This document is intended to help you draft a nomination for an LTA award, providing ideas and considerations for 
what you might like to include in your nomination. This information should be considered in addition to documents 
provided by the LTA as part of the awards nomination process. 

How are nominations assessed? 

A small panel of Hampshire & IOW LTA committee members meets to assess all nominations. This panel includes 
club volunteers, coaches, administrators and coaches, with many panelists being past county, regional and national 
award winners themselves. 

Assessment is based predominantly on the content of the submissions received. Whilst some members of the panel 
may have previous knowledge of nominees, this is not given as much weight as the content of the nomination. 

Input from the regional LTA team is sought, however, nominations should not rely on third parties to provide additional 
evidence. Please be sure to include all relevant information and details. 

County winners are automatically proposed for the Regional Awards and the panel will often consider how a 
nomination would be viewed regionally. Nominations therefore need to have sufficient detail and not rely on local 
knowledge. 

General advice for all categories 

Winners are selected based only on merit and therefore, not all categories will be awarded every year. 

Submissions can only be made via the LTA nominations system. 

Only fully completed nomination forms will be considered by the panel.  

If there is a word limit, please keep to it. If you feel that you wish to add to the content of your nomination, above and 
beyond what you have written in the nomination form, please send additional information to info@hampshireiowlta.uk, 
clearly stating which nominee and award the information relates to.  

Information contained within nominations is cross-checked with respected stakeholders across the county. 
Stakeholders will very rarely add to a nomination, but they will confirm content, and may challenge incorrect 
information. 

Successful award winners in the past have often received multiple nominations. If multiple submissions are received 
for a nominee within the same award category, these should not be “copied and pasted”, but should instead be written 
individually and separately nominated. Supporting information should give a personal or group insight. With this in 
mind, largely repeating information across a number of submissions is not recommended. 

Assessors look for evidence which illustrates new, improved, exceptional or innovative activity. Nominations where 
facilities or programmes have been rescued, or where participation has been maintained against the odds (rather than 
necessarily increased) are also viewed positively. 

For some categories, consistent year-on-year performance is a consideration. However, these are annual awards and 
therefore a fantastic nomination for a single year has an equal chance of success. 

Assessors look for evidence that is laid out simply, logically and clearly, and that is therefore easy to read, for 
example, breaking up long paragraphs into lists and/or sub-paragraphs. 

Please consider the category that is most appropriate for the nominee. 

If you wish to nominate for multiple categories, please ensure that the information contained in each nomination is 
different and relevant to the requirements of each category. 

Award nominations for an Individual  

This section provides guidance for completing a nomination for an individual rather than an organisation. 

The relevant award categories are: Volunteer of the Year, Young Person of the Year and Coach of the Year, and in 
certain circumstances the Education and Disability Awards. 
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Considerations: 

• What made the individual stand out?   

• Were they creative or innovative?  

• Did they use technology or specific tools / processes / interventions? 

• What was their motivation?  

• Did their actions improve accessibility and make the facility / programme more welcoming? 

• Did they support others and / or display a good teamwork ethic?  

• What was their working relationship with other volunteers, coaches, players and staff like? 

• Did they develop relationships within the community and with other local tennis venues? 

• Did they offer outreach opportunities? 

Award Nomination for a Group / Organisation 

This section provides guidance for completing a nomination for a group or organisation, rather than an individual. 

The relevant award categories are Club of the Year and Community & Parks Award, and in certain circumstances the 
Education and Disability Awards. 

Considerations: 

• Please make sure that the correct or most appropriate category is nominated for the organisation. For instance, is 
the nominee a traditional members’ club, or a community / park facility? 

• The nomination concerns a group or organisation, so whilst it is appropriate to reference an individual or group in 
the evidence, the general nomination should concern “XYZ Tennis Club”. 

• These categories may well contain reference to facility improvements, but do not necessarily need to. They will 
generally involve a wider range of activities and achievements and will reference multiple stakeholders, including 
volunteers, players, coaches, etc. Teamwork may by an important consideration. 

• For “Club of the Year” and “Community & Parks”, their nature provides scope for a wide range of nominators to 
illustrate outstanding activity from different perspectives. 

• These categories will generally have winners who have improved accessibility to the sport, making their facility 
and/or programme more welcoming. 

• Creativity and innovation will be a consideration when highlighting new activity, however, a winner could also be a 
group / organisation who have enacted particular measures to maintain participation, or save a failing facility / 
programme. 

• Winners in these categories are generally outward-looking, with wider community involvement and considerable 
buy-in from other local stakeholders, e.g. the local authority, schools, private companies, etc. 

Nomination for the Peter Grinyer Innovation Award 

This section provides additional guidance for completing a nomination for the Peter Grinyer Innovation Award. The 
information contained in the guidance above is also relevant.  

Considerations: 

• How was the person / group / organisation / project innovative? 

• Did they deliver something new? 

• Did they show particular creativity by using:  
o limited capacity or resources to maximise impact; 
o existing capacity / resources in a new way; 
o a new approach to engage players / parents / coaches / volunteers. 

• Was tennis delivery transformed by securing investment for a particular idea which was then implemented? 

• Were relationships with partners, stakeholders and the community significantly changed to improve accessibility 
and increase participation? 

• Was participation maintained in an unlikely environment, e.g. capacity was reduced, but players were still serviced 
innovatively? 

• Were the boundaries of current practice significantly pushed? 

• Was good practice from outside tennis successfully adapted and implemented? 

It is really important that nominations do not simply illustrate an improvement in activity that could or should be 
happening anyway. It must be demonstratively innovative and proactive. 
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Whilst it is likely that participation will have increased, or certain elements of provision will have improved, the benefits 
should be varied, combining both qualitative and quantitative evidence. 

Please consider the situation before the innovative activity was implemented, and clearly compare the positive after-
effects. 

Benefits might also include relative savings in time, reduction in volunteer effort required, and improvements to the 
financial situation. 

This innovation could have delivered something exceptional for one year (e.g. a specific one-off "wow" project), or 
developed the innovation over a longer period of time because it took longer to fully implement, the concept needed 
adjustment, or the project took time to come to full maturity. 

Measuring the impact of a nominee (applies to all nominations, including Individuals, Groups & Organisations 
and the Peter Grinyer Innovation Award) 

This section provides guidance on measuring and describing the impact of a nomination.  

What was the impact? 

• Can you provide qualitative and / or quantitative assessment of the impact? 

• What was the feedback from attendees? 

• Did the nominee’s actions improve the experience of players, parents, volunteers, etc.? 

• Were improvements in any of the following areas noticed: 
o measurable achievements (e.g. other awards, trophies, etc.)  
o improvement (e.g. playing ability) 
o increase in number of players, members, classes, etc. 
o significant promotion and measurable response (e.g. marketing initiative, social media following) 
o improved accessibility and confidence of players / volunteers 
o opportunities for more / different people to play 
o disability tennis. 

• Did the nominee focus on the opening up of tennis opportunities, e.g. improved diversity and inclusion? 

• Did the nominee actively grow opportunities, e.g. though outreach, developing infrastructure, or targeting specific 
age groups? 

• Did the nominee improve tennis opportunities for any of the following categories: playing, watching, coaching, 
managing, volunteering, administering, or communication? 

• Did the nominee help with the development of others, e.g. coaches, tennis leaders, members, young people, 
committee members? 

• Did the nominee develop their own tennis and non-tennis skills, as well as any personal characteristics? 

• Could any of the achievements be transferred to other individuals or organisations as best practice? 

• Who was impacted? 

• Was a specific programme or project involved, or did the individual make a general and ongoing contribution?   

• Can you justify the evidence if challenged?  It is recognised that this will be more difficult for subjective personal 
opinions than where hard facts and figures are available. 

• Is there a trend over the past few years? Has the past year been a culmination of an evolving project / activity? 

Everyone at Hampshire & IOW LTA wishes you success with your nomination and we look forward to 
receiving your nomination! 


